
FUMC ESL 4-29-2010 Compare and Contrast

Write a sentence comparing and contrasting the two items below:

1. dog/cat
2. doctor/dentist
3. beard/moustache
4. television/radio
5. ice/snow
6. dictionary/encyclopedia
7. arguing/discussing
8. nervous/excited
9.f ish/whale
10. draw/paint

The Differences Between Airplanes and Helicopters

Use the word bank below to fill in all the blanks in this article.

Another both difference differences each however major  
on the other hand while

Airplanes and helicopters are ________________ important forms of air travel, but there are great 
______________________between them. 

The first _________________________ between airplanes and helicopters is their shape and design. 
Airplanes, for example, have long, slender bodies with wings______________ helicopters have round 
bodies and propellers rather than wings. 

____________________ difference between airplanes and helicopters is their speed. Airplanes can travel 
extremely fast, reaching speeds of over 1,800 miles  per hour. Helicopters, 
________________________, are much slower than airplanes. 

The final ____________________between airplanes and helicopters is their direction of takeoff and flight. 
Airplanes take off horizontally and can move in a forward direction only. They need a lot of space for 
takeoff and landing. 

Airplanes regularly carry several hundred passengers. Helicopters, _____________________take off 
vertically and can move in any direction. Helicopters require a very small takeoff or landing space, and 
most helicopters carry only two to five passengers. 

Because of the great differences between airplanes and helicopters, __________________ is used for a 
specific purpose. Airplanes and helicopters, therefore, are _______________important forms of air travel.

Write a compare and contrast essay:
Bill and Ted have been best friends since childhood. Write a compare and contrast article about them using the 
information below. When finished, read it to your group.

Bill: has only one really good friend, shy, quiet, as a child liked to play indoors, doesn’t like to play with lots of kids 
at one time, loves cars, blonde,blue eyes, enjoys visiting other countries, very tall, enjoys fixing things, doesn’t date 
much, doesn’t like to handle guns, is very bright



Ted: loves team games with lots of other kids, loves the outdoors, outgoing, laughs out loud when something is 
funny, smart, loves cars, dark hair and eyes, average height, enjoys fixing things, always has a girl on his arm, 
popular with the other kids, enjoys traveling, enjoys hunting

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Comparison Idioms
Match the idiom to the sentence.
as flat as a pancake
as light as a feather
as blind as a bat
as alike as two peas in a pod
as busy as a bee
as hard as nails
as silent as the grave
as sly as a fox
smoke like a chimney
out like a light
like father, like son
like a fish out of water
fits like a glove

Don’t try to get sympathy from Mrs. Smith, she’s ___________________.
After the train ran over the penny, it was ___________________________.
Without my glasses, I am  ____________________.
I don’t mind carrying you. You are ___________________________.
Don’t let John trick you. He is _______________________.
I don’t know anything about the culture here and I don’t understand the language. I’m really __________________.
My husband never participates in the conversation. He is _______________________.
I have so many things to do between now and the wedding. I’ll be __________________.
I am so happy with my new shoes. They _______________________________.
My sister Sally and I are really close. We are ___________________________.
My husband is very messy. My son never cleans his room. _________________________________________
I was so tired after moving that I hit the bed and was _______________________________________.
If you live with Jim, you’ll have to get used to cigarette butts. Jim __________________________________.


